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Abstract. I introduce you to the very best limits on cosmological magnetic fields. The

numbers: magnetic fields coherent across a Jeans’ length (around 2.4 Mpc today), are

bound to be weaker than about 1 nG (2σ statement), whereas for a field as wide as the

entire observable Universe the number is approximately 0.5 nG. These limits are obtained

from rotation measures data, and as such they do not depend on the epoch at which the

fields were generated.

1 Why we care

The Universe is swamped with all sorts of magnetic fields (MF): planetary MFs, galactic MFs, cluster

MFs, possibly void MFs, etc. [1, 2]. Cosmological MFs (fields which imbue the entire Universe),

on the other hand, remain elusive, but there is a whole world of physicists from different disciplines

out there, ultra-high energy cosmic rays physics, structure formation, early and very early Universe

theory, physics beyond the Standard Model, radio-astronomy, who would die to know more about

them [3–5].

Cosmological MFs manifest themselves by rotating the plane of polarisation of electromagnetic

waves propagating from far away sources to the Earth. Now, since we know that: (1) Faraday rotation

measures (RM) of distant objects do not show any evolution with redshift z [6], and (2) cosmological

MFs (cosmoMF) generate RMs as we move away from here [7, 8], then (3) we can limit the strength

of these cosmoMFs by comparing simulated and observed RMs distributions.

This contribution is based on my work with my collaborators Maxim Pshirkov and Peter

Tinyakov [9].

2 The new method

Observations.

The only formula we need to know is that of Faraday rotation: the plane of polarisation of a linearly

polarised electromagnetic wave which moves through a magnetised plasma rotates by an angle ϕ
proportional to the square of the wavelength λ: ϕ = RM λ2, where

RM = 812

∫ 0

D

ne(z)B||(z)
(1 + z)2

∣∣∣∣∣dl(z)
dz

∣∣∣∣∣ dz . (1)
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Here ne is the density of free electrons measured in cm−3, B|| is the component of the MF (in μG)

parallel to the line of sight l(z), and D is the distance to the source in kpc; here and everywhere the

RM is measured in rad/m2.

What do we know about those RMs? First, the data: the largest set of RM of extragalactic sources

to date was compiled in [10] from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) data [11]. The total number

of observed sources was 37,543, of which 4002 have known redshifts [12]. These RMs consist of

several contributions: we can split the observed RM as RMobs = RMgal + RRM, where the first term

comes from the regular MF of the Milky Way, and the second term stands for “residual RM”: RM

instrinsic to the source, measurement errors, turbulent galactic MF, and cosmoMF (xRRM) [13]. We

massaged the data a bit to get the best grip on the redshift dependence, see [6] for all the tricks: after

the massage we end up with a total of 2593 sources (our data points).

Simulations.

Like we said, if there is a cosmoMF the xRRM systematically grows with redshift due to its accumu-

lation along the line of sight. To compute this we need ne, which we take from the observed Lyman-α
forest distribution of neutral hydrogen absorption lines [7, 14, 15]. Next, since the conductivity of

the Universe is extremely large, and since diffusion of the MF is inefficient at scales much larger than

1 AU, we can take a MF frozen into the plasma [16, 17]. And then we run a simple code which spits

out xRRM for a MF with strength B and coherence length lc, the latter ranging from a tenth of the

Jeans length λJ to the Hubble size 1/H0.

These simulations can generate only the contribution from the cosmoMF, but in real life there is

a mickle of other stuff we do not (want to) know, so here is the stratagem: we exploit the data at low

redshifts to obtain information about these unsung, redshift-independent, heroes, since there the cos-

moMF is subdominant there, and use it together with our simulated xRRM at high redshift. In practice

the algorithm is: (i) split the Universe in two redshift bands; (ii) make a first RM batch by randomly

picking RRMs from the low-z set; (iii) generate a second RM batch by simulating 100 xRRMs for

each of the data sources of the high-z set; (iv) blindly pluck one value from each of the batches and

incoherently (that is, each with its own sign) add them a bunch of times to generate the final theoreti-

cal |RRM| distribution; (v) compare with actual data by means of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which

yields a p-value for the statistical (in)compatibility of the two distributions.

3 The result
See the self-explanatory Fig. 1.

4 How we fare
Currently, the strongest upper limits on the strength of present-day cosmoMFs come from microwave

background observations [18] and read B � 2.8 nG for a coherence length lc = 1 Mpc — these limits

apply only to primordial MFs, i.e., fields generated in the very early Universe. The limits coming RM

data are looser [7, 19]: λJ-scale fields are bound by B � 6 nG. Our limits on the other hand read 1 nG

(this is a 2σ statement) for lc = λJ , whereas B � 0.5 nG for the bloated field case, lc = 1/H0.

Conclusion: all in all, we win
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Figure 1. Confidence interval contours obtained from the p-values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests as a function

of the MF reference strength (y-axis) and coherence length (x-axis).
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